


Primary Hull
Here we are going to start building the Primary Hull or the Saucer of the Enterprise, this part like the Tear-Drop of the B and 
C deck, a make or break part. One of the things that can ruin your hard work is not giving enough Sides or in other words it  
will have a Segmented look and no matter how good your textures are it will still take away from the model.

   This is the section were now working on.

Next is to use the Side View-port for this, open the Side View-port with the Control on the side.



Then we focus in on the forward half side of the Primary Hull, like the Tear-drop we only need to start this in the forward 
half of the saucer shape. You can see where altering the Backdrop images has come in handy, here you can see the lower  
hull concave. I have cleaned it up a lot for the tutorial.

With the Spline Draw Tool trace around the hull, as you build around the hull you can use either mouse button, each Spline 
Point is adjustable to fix to the hull. I found it easier to get it right placing the Spline Points as I work, rather than fixing the 
position later. The position of the Top Point of the Spline, its slightly above the line of the Primary Hull Curve, try it anyway 
as it will be hidden by the 2 and 3 deck (tear-drop).
Also you can use the Points Tool found also found under Points in the Side Bar Tools, but my main reason for the Spline 
Drawing Tool is that is a great aid displaying the profile curve of the Primary hull



In the image you see that the end of the Spline Draw is curved between 2 or 3 Points, get as close as you can to what you  
see in the Backdrop image.

Try to keep the straight lines, straight between the Points where necessary.

In CGI animation or rendering you need the sides or edges of models to be rounded or have some curvature.
If its not done well, the model can be ruined by having straight flat edges causing jagged lines in the shape.

So once you have finished the Spline Curve as you see it above, Make it. As were are going to Lathe the Spline, press your 
keyboard letter (v) to open the  Set-value and set in the  X-axis. I am again using the  Bottom View-Port to show you in 
Perspective to see how things are developing, also before the Lathe operation, select these 2 indicated Points and use the 
Set-Value tool and with them set to the Z-axis.  



Once done, go to Modify in the Top Bar Tabs and under Extend look for Lathe or press (shift + L) to open via the keyboard. 

Copy and Save this Spline Shape and Paste it into another layer, it will be of some use later when we arrive to detailing the 
model, you can place it into a layer as far back as you think will keep out of your way with the remainder of the model  
build. 

After you press Lathe, press the (n) key to open the Numeric Tool and in the options window enter 100 Sides (even better to 
have 180 in the Sides Field) and have it on the Y-axis, the End Angle should be at 360.0º by default, if not enter that number 
into the field.
You will also note in the Perspective view above, the hull is inside out, you fix it by flipping the surface keyboard (f) and  
you are almost done. 



Here you can see the Primary Hull with the other objects.

Select the top section as you see and use the Surface Option (q) and change the name 0004 Primary Hull Upper 

For the lower section of the Primary Hull (already changed and in a darker gray to illustrate) 

I will give it the Surface (q) name: 0005 Primary Hull Lower. 
You can name it anything you think is appropriate



Now the sensor dome or torpedo launcher,  again open a single view for the sensor array. 
I will use the Spline Draw Tool again or if your preferred approach is to use the Points Tool, so move the view-port in to the 
forward half of our work area as the Backdrop for this is not great for close ups we are going to have to give our best guess 
for this

You will need to close in on the Sensor and the Platform.

Too save you the trouble here are the best images I can find from a few sources around the web. a friend once said to me  
sometimes it good to look at something upside down to get another view and perspective on it. 

Above is Alan Sinclair´s profile of the sensor area and in a superimposed image in red of Charles Casimiro´s adjusted to the  
same scale, which to do??. I decided to keep with Casimiro work but using Sinclair as a rough guide.  



Too help with this part I am creating a new Guide Box over the area for it and we can load one of the above image into it.

Before loading change the Top Right View-Port that normally shows the Bottom Backdrop and chance it to a  Side View 
mirroring the Bottom Right View-Port.



Now load into that top right view-port the image provided in the Backdrop blueprints into that View-port.
NCC-1701—Master 06 Sensor Dome, into the TopR view-port and follow the image loading covered already.

Use the Spline Draw Tool and trace around the upper part as indicated above, the more Spline Point you have on the Spline 
the more Segments you going to have less in this case would be better. 

You can see here I have done it with 14 Points the closer the Points are to each other the tighter the curve. When you have  
made the Spline, select the all the Points or the Spline Line and use the Set-Value (v) tool apply them to the X-axis, Then 
select the single End Point and Set-Value (v) it too the Z-axis so we can Lathe it. 



As with the Bridge and dome I have given it 60 Sides in the Y-axis, and as before Lathe to 360º degrees.

 Its looks like it, or as close as we can at this time, 

  Press (w) to open Statistics, select the 2 Polygons (60) and press (p) on your keyboard. 



Which will cap the top of the platform, you can name it now and I called it “Surface (q) name: 0008 Lower Sensor Array 
Platform”. The Cap will be deleted later, its only to aid the deletion of the 2 Polygons, and preserving the shape.

To reduce the Polygon-count again select and Merge them by pressing Shift + z you see I have selected above.

Then open the Statistics and delete the 2 Polygons (300).

To help the polygon-count even more, select the Polygons above and Merge, Shift + z them as on the rim. 



Then delete the Points or in the image above 0 Polygons. Surface name (q): 0009 Lower Sensor Array

Use the Ball Tool, enter 60 Side and 40 Segments and the setting in the fields indicated in the Numeric Options, once done 
delete the surface of the ball that will be hidden behind the platform surface, as described for the Bridge dome above.

Don´t forget the small sensor.



Use the Ball Tool again but with less sides and Segments, up to you, you can Zoom in and see if it holds up. 

For the 3 objects around the side use the Capsule Tool, use the setting in the Numeric Tool. 

Remove the top and the rear section or on-till you have it as you see above, then select the Points going around the U shape 
and press (p)



The result we have a new surface. 

Extrude it back, you will need to Flip (f) the extruded area and you can still see the original surface.

Select that and delete it like you see here, delete them, then press (m) to merge the Points. 

Use the array tool and set the number to 3 and in the Y- axis OK it. 



The result. 

Dorsal Pylon

Yes the  Dorsal Pylon (neck) or the  Hull Connecting Pylon, depending on what you want to call it and its not just a flat  
surface with curved ends (no that would be to simple) but as Charles Casimiro information sheet depicts as slightly curved  
midsection.  

 Zoom in to the area we need to focus on.

This time we are starting in the (1) Bottom Image View-port and then working back to area in (2) Top Image View-port 

This is because I want to use the bottom image first in this as its shape is more pointed curve and the rear or aft of the shape  
has a gentler curve.



So I created a long Box Shape covering the area using the Box Tool, as you can see in the image and it covers the neck from 
the Top and Bottom views. 

You can add more Points or Segments, you can do this while the box tool is still active and using the arrow keys left and 
Right on your keyboard to create the Segments, or you can use the Numeric Tool (n). I gave it 10 Segments.

Select the inner Points and Set-Value (v)to the X-axis. 



Now use the Knife Tool found under Modify and cut across the shape, press the Ctrl key before the Knife Tool to constrain 
the cutting line and keeping it level. 

You can have the box shape selected as I have or not as your like.  I have it selected as it easier too see.
 

We need to add another Cut further down. 



Looking at the bottom of the  Primary hull via the bottom view-port  select the  Points and using the  Drag tool (Ctrl + T) 
found under translate in the Top Bar Tabs Modify area.

you can use the Ctrl key to control this movement while dragging each of the Points if you need it.

Now do the same for the other  Points  at the back. I ended up having to move the second cut closer to the  Points to be 
moved. adjust as you think is best. 
Its possible that you may have to try this again. I will know myself soon, but you get the idea. But now mirror the half that 
we built.



Mirror X (above).

Next move the object up into position until its as you see above and Extrude down. Shift + e is the keyboard short cut for 
Extrude.



The next part is a simple operation.

Select the Points at the ends of the object, Top and Bottom and move them sideways into position so that it will look like the 
following image. you can also use the Ctrl key to ensure there is no minor movement to mess this up.

This is the what I got, I did have to adjust a few Points to keep the shape smooth, also to show this I adjusted the smooth 
angle in Display Options to show its best. Surface (q) name: 0010 Hull Dorsal Pylon

When we start to name the individual surfaces it will help a lot as each area will have its own requirement for the smoothing 
angle.  

The foundation for this part of this tutorial is based in part on the work done by the owner of the website: Trekmana, the red 
admiral. alas at the time of this writing the site looks to be down.



Secondary Hull 01
The Secondary Hull also known as the Engineering Section requires us to use some new tools, particularly the Rail Extrude 
and the Rounder Tool. 

Tutorial on using the Rail Extrude Tool 
by Jason Elam 

What can it be used for?
This tool is very versatile and can be used for a variety of applications. You can use it to create just about anything with a  
curved shape to it. In my examples I will show you how to create a roller coaster track and a children slide. Read more.

 

 Here 

The foundation for this part of this tutorial is based in part on the work done by the owner of this site: Trekmania 
Unfortunately the site looks to be down at the time of this writing, I hope it will return in the future.

I will have space this tutorial over a few chapters due to the expected large amount of images to help describe what I am 
doing and in turn to showing you, I found part this the most involved and complex part of the model. I strongly suggest that  
you pace yourself and don´t try to rush it. 

I will also be using the layers as much as I can, copy and paste object your working on so you can keep mistakes down as 
sometimes you can run out of undo´s, read over these chapters a few times and I hope I will have covered enough to get you  
through it with minimal frustration. 

It is handy to create a new Box Object over this area so you can quickly zoom in as needed by pressing keyboard letter (a) 
its not necessary, but handy to have from time to time.

http://www.ecst.csuchico.edu/~ranger/samples/CSCI140/tutorials/jasonelam_tutorial.html


Start by creating a Disc in the Front View-port in the next empty layer, and drawing your cursor out from the center with the 
RMB also Ctrl key pressed to constrain a perfect circular shape. 

Numeric Options.
1. Z-axis: If you build in the Front View-port there will be no need to correct. 2. Sides: I am using 100 Sides for this tutorial, but if your 
building this model for real close up renders, I would enter 180 or 200 as I found out later, more is better on this model from my point of 
view. 3. Center X – 0 ft. 4. Center Y – 0 ft. 5. Radius X + Y. Set to 44´3”.

  The fields indicated with Red Arrows don´t alter.

Now we use the Spline Draw and follow the contour of the Secondary Hull, I have the Disc (black line above the Start) in 
the other layer to give me a Starting Point, from there work your way back.  



Follow the Points I have indicated above, continue the spline back along the line and finish just beyond the body of the  
engineering hull, you can add as many Points as you want, I use fewer Points at the start so that the curve and line is as  
smoothed as possible. 

Follow the Points as best you can, you can add more more point if you press (n) while the Spline Drawing Tool is still active 
and adjust to suit. 

I increased the Points so that I can have more Points forward to that I can have a smoother curve forward, also I would like 
to have more at the aft also but I can fix that later. 

Once done Make it.



We need to use Rail Extrude Tool later so to help set the splines up properly use the Set-Value (v) on the spline line to the 
X-axis. 

But instead of Spline Drawing the Sides and Bottom, I am going to use the same spline we made and to do this use the  
Array Tool (Ctrl + y) found under the multiply and duplicate tabs, 

Set the Array Type too Radial and give it a value of (4) in the Number field and set it to the Z-axis.



This is the best way I found, the side spline lines are slightly out from hangar area of the hull. but not so far out to make  
much difference.

Now to the  Rail  Extrude. As you see in the image above, place the disc in the main layer  (1) and the splines in the 
background layer (2), Rail Extrude is found under the multiply tab in the Top Bar Tabs and down the Side Bar Tools under 
Extend or you can press (Ctrl + r) to open it via the keyboard. 



Opening Rail Extrude and you now get a new options window. rail Extrude: multiple. You can see that it is controlled using 
Segments, with additional (4) settings: Length / Knots / Automatic / Uniform.  

Select Knots and Uniform and in the field below type in 20, in the strength field its default setting is 2.0. you can leave that  
as it is, select the oriented and scaling if not already done.

By selecting the knots which uses the Points to build the Extruded object, I can have the bulk of the Segments where I want 
them, in this case in the forward area so the curve is as smooth as possible. 
I would also like to add more Segments around the hanger deck area and the lower curve (Fantail) for when we need to 
Boolean-cut the shape as I want the Segments to work for me and not take what I am given so to speak.  But we can do that  
later.



You will also find that the Spline Line will still be in the layer you made them, the Rail Extruding takes place in the layer 
with the disc. Keep them as they may be handy if you need them again.

It look good to me. 

Now we work on the front to add that downward angle shape to the hull, for this we can use the Bevel Tool (b) and then 
open the Numeric Tool (n) and enter the numbers you see in the options field.

Numeric bevel
                                                                                            Shift: 6´2" 
                                                                                            Inset: 3´8" 



We will use the bevel tool again (b) but this time you only need to set it to inset to about 5'. The Rounder tool can be a 
touchy tool sometimes, Its works best, as far as I know between 4 sided Points or Polygons and can takes a little planing 
ahead when you want to use the rounder tool. 

Keeping within my task of  only using the standard lightwave tools  in this tutorial  and no additional  plug-ins free or  
otherwise. will mention 2 plug-ins that are very useful to have that can do this bypassing the need to use the rounder tool  
JettoBevel is the first and is free. VertiBevel is not free but is very reliable and more versatile. 

So select the Points at the Outer Rim. Also always save the model before using the Rounder Tool. 



You can get an error messages like this one above from time to time and this means that there is a Point or Points not where 
it supposed to be. You just have to go and look for it when it happens a time consuming enterprise at best. 

When I do get these errors I select few of the Points at a time to test them and repeat the rounding operation if no error  
message appears, I select the next set of Points in the area to be rounded and repeat the test.

When you do get the error message you then can work out what the hell is gone wrong, you can try to see it, but it can be  
caused by a point or vertices you cannot see for whatever the reason.                            

OK time for the rounder tool, it can be found in the top bar tab in multiply and go to the Side Bar Tools under Extend and 
Rounder. Alter the setting in the Numeric: Rounder, options to what you see above.

 Surface (q) name: 0011 Secondary Hull 

There is no keyboard short-cut for Rounder, but you can assign it one using Alt-F9 to edit keyboard short-cuts if you are 
going to use it a lot.



Now we go to the forward area of the engineering structure and for that we can use the pen tool where you trace the area I  
added to the Backdrop images to help with this part of the build I superimposed parts of Alan Sinclair´s blueprints over 
Charles Casimiro´s. 

This is like follow the dots game and you follow the numbers around the shape of the Defector Dish Housing as I tend to 
call it.

This next step is not totally essential but I like to keep things straight and level when I can, select the Points and using the 
Stretch Tool, using the top point as the focal point and pull them into a straight line, and use Ctrl key to help constrain the 
movement.



                                                1: Select the lower 2 Points press (v) to Set-Value select the Y-axis 
Then 

                                                2: Select All the Points and press (v) to Set-Value to the X- axis.
 

 If we don´t do this the Lathe operation will be of-center and will not line up with the Main Secondary Hull.

You can of-course select the overall shape and set that to the X-axis via the Set-Value option.

I placed the object in the background to help illustrate this (most modeler´s call these thing´s obj for object, for the needs of 
this tutorial I will be calling this area been built, The Deflector Housing. 



Now we Lathe it and give it 100 sides remember the disc was given 100 Sides, when we join these 2 objects later and use  
the Merge Tool. We will then get a clean single obj or model. Surface (q) name: 0012 Secondary Hull Defector Housing 

This is how things look at  the moment.  Both  The Deflector Housing and the larger part we will call the Engineering 
Structure. I am happy with the model and how it looking at the moment, better than I expected and hoped, but we are not  
finished yet.

OK we need to do some more work on the Deflector Housing Area we just made, again we need to use the Rounder Tool, 
before doing it, save the model, last thing you need is for Lightwave to crash or fold on you. (I have found Lightwave 9.6 
very stable and to date I not had a problem).



Select the Outer Points that you see in the in image above, there should only be 100 Points. But selecting individual Points 
area can be a pain, so look to the Bottom Bar Options. Look for the Symmetry Option or press Shift + y on the keyboard to 
set it, the Symmetry Option only works if the obj is sitting on the Axis properly, hence our using the Set-Value Tool to work 
on it 

Numeric: Rounder 
Round only: Edges.

Rounding Polygons: 3. 
Inset distance: 0.8”.



But we have other flat areas we need to add some new cuts to help the Rounder Tool to work as we need it too. Select a few 
Polygons together on the one of the disc rim. 

Now we use the BandSaw Pro. Enter the setting you see above to cut all the disc poly´s into 2 parts. It will go from 100 
Polygons to 200 polygon´s in the lower left corner in the Sel: field. when you select 2 or more poly´s in this line together the 
BandSaw Pro automatically cuts the others for you.

Note: if you use BSP and it does not make a full trip around the disc, its because there is a wayward Point or Vertices that is 
going to cause you some problems, BSP is more forgiving than Rounder Tool when it finds out these things, no error  
messages to restart the program, it just won´t cut through them.
You won´t get an error on this object as it is a clean Lathe operation, but its something to think about when you use the Tool.



Now repeat for the other 3 disc edges. When you switch to point mode on the bottom bar options, you will see that the cuts  
you made in the Disc have highlighted Points, just press the Space Bar to deselect them. (Note: not shown in images)

Now select all the Points on the Outer Rim as you see in the image above (100) and using the Rounder Tool to round them 
as before, you will have to repeat on all the Edge Points on this object.



Using the same setting as the last Rounder option, in fact it should be remembered from the last time it was used.

Now repeat the operation on the Inner Edge of the same disc. (above). Selecting all the Points.



Then repeat the Rounder Operation, same setting.

Now do the same for the remaining discs, you could select all the remaining Points (600) and do it all at once. 

Its a bit tiresome having to select all these Points, but pay attention to the Points you do select as selecting the wrong one  
will mess up the operation, at the worst you will get a nice error message.  



Re-apply the Rounder Operation on your 600 Points as you see above and we end up with 2400 Points around the edges

Here is the result (image above) the edges look smooth enough but you won´t really see how it is until you render it, in an  
image or animation which is the only true test of your model.

You also note that in the image above I have some more Points selected, I am not going to round these Points at this time,  
later yes. I want to use part of the  Deflector Housing for the  Boolean operation and I don´t want to have to do a lot of 
adjusting and fixing when we really don´t have too.

I learned this the first time I tried to build this model.



This looks fine to me and I am happy with the result.

In the next part we are going to be looking at Boolean option which is (in this case) joining two object together to make one. 
  

Now Save the object

Here we are going to cut into our model, creating the few details that this model has to offer, they can be deceptive, I mean 
you think its easy and learn that there is more to it. 



I am going to start by making the docking / umbilical assembly (3) around the deflector housing of the Secondary Hull. 

Now I hinted in the first part of Secondary Hull that I want to take part of the Deflector Housing and use it for the Boolean 
operation.

Move/zoom in on the Deflector Housing Area (above) and with your mouse and RMB click trace around the object (obj) 
and it will highlight this area.

What I am doing is setting up this object for the Boolean operation, so I am removing parts of this model I don´t want alter 
or changed in anyway. 



While the area you selected is highlighted, with your mouse scroll button pressed move around the Polygons (above) are all 
selected. If you have Symmetry on the selection will be that much quicker.

You want to select the Polygons on the Outer area only, leaving the Rounded areas and the Inner areas.

The result I got was 1100 Polygons selected. 

(I repeat, don´t select the Rounded Polygons).



Now go up to Edit on the Side Bar Tools.

Copy it, or Ctrl + c to select. 

Then Cut it, this is what you will have remaining.



 Open a new layer and paste or Ctrl + v the copied obj into the empty layer. 

Now I want to select those inner Polygons and move them back into the previous layer, tiresome I know but we don´t need 
them for this, Copy or Ctrl + c and Cut it or Ctrl + x them. 



Paste or Ctrl + v back in the original layer. (above). Then press (m) to Merge the Points. 

Press OK. Where I eliminated 700 Points from my object.

Now go back to the last object, we will call it the shell for now that is what it is going to be used as, now press (w) to open 
Statistics on the Bottom Bar Options. 



You will see the Point Statistics and if you press the + sign along side of the 2 Polygons which indicates 100 they (Points) 
will be highlighted, when done press (p) on your keyboard.

As you can see we have capped that shell, this is only a temporary thing. 
(I am not one hundred present sure you have to do this for the operation. But you have learned a new tip). 

Later we will be deleting the cap and reinstalling the detailed area in the other layer.



Now I want to join the main Secondary Hull with the Cap.

As you can see the Secondary Hull is still in its layer (background) and the shell is we are going to Boolean these 2 objects 
together. 

Boolean is found under the construct in the Top Bar Tabs and down the Side Bar Tools under Combine then press Boolean 
or Ctrl + b to open via keyboard and choose Union from the options.



Then press (m) to Merge the Points. Here I eliminated 102 Points. 

    The 2 objects are now joined, the black lines in the image above show the half highlighted layer still in effect, and is 
    still save to use again if necessary.

   Copy and Paste this new object and paste in a New Layer just to be on the save side so if we make any mistakes we 
   don´t have to start again. (Remember we copied this in the next chapter). 



 

 Also if you do not have your display options 
 to show Points in the Side View-port BottR   
 you should active it now, press (d) on your    
 keyboard to open and change as required. 

  

 

Now we can work on the Docking Umbilical´s and we will use a few tools to build the shape, first up is the disc tool, adjust 
the fields in the Numeric Tool as you see above than make it. Optional in the sides field you could enter 80 or 100. I have  
chosen 100 Points for mine. 

Select these 2 Points that is on the central line and Connect them. Or use the keyboard short-cut (L).



Now select the forward half of the disc shape and delete it.

Once deleted select these 2 Points again and using the move (t) tool, to move them forward.

When you press move option press (n) for the Numeric Tool and in the Z-axis enter 64´ and Apply. You will see the 2 Points 
and the line move forward.



Now in the same layer use the Box Tool and create a Box then open the Numeric Tool and enter the numbers you see above, 
it should be in line with the other shape if not alter to fit.

Then select the rear edge and delete it. 

Now select the remaining area and Merge it pressing Shift + z, there will be about 4 Points left after the Merge we have to 
remove them so select and delete.



Now select the 2 upper Points and weld them (Ctrl +w).

Result above, now weld the lower one.

Now select the 2 Points and connect them. 



We are going to need this in 3 sections for the next part of the model, as this is too flat.

This is only a Test or Preview before going on in the next chapter.

!This is a practice run!

Now as the object is in the center of the Secondary Hull, Using the move option under Modify, press the Numeric Option 
(n) and using the Offset X field I adjusted mine to 43´2 and Apply it.

The result of our move, you can see in the front image that the object is not in the right position. Surface (q) name: 0013 
Secondary Hull Umbilical. The scale may differ on your model slightly, it really depends (as far as I can see) on how large 
you made the original Disc to Rail Extrude the Secondary Hull shape. 

We don´t want it all the way out to the side of the hull as we still have alterations to do on this object, I will mention it in  
part now. 

I have made this into 3 sections, we will need to adjust the 2 forward sections to move the 3rd section out, too its proper 
position. I always thought that this cut into the hull would be straight along the axis, its not, the forward section ( 3) is 
further out then section (1) the (2) section is angled out following the slight lateral curve of the Hull.

So this cutting shape has to remain with in the Secondary Hull to cut properly.
 



Now its in a position, but I would like to be sure its in the right position, at the moment the rear area looks to be in the 
right area, but the front section is not, so we need to angle that out, But I will do that in the next chapter. 

Now Extrude the shape out by 6´ in the Extent X field, and if its inside (above) Flip it (f), its important that you have it the 
right way out as it effect the outcome of the Boolean-cut, remember it later.

This is how you want it. 



Now Boolean-cut, with the setting set to Subtract and OK it, result above.

       The area of interest to me is the area indicated by the arrows, or where the cut is narrowest make sure all the Boolean 
       shape was used, if its OK undo the Boolean-cut and the Extrude operation.

Until you have it back at this position.

Continued in next chapter.

This work is Copyright to Gerard Duffy (Taranis) 2011.
Please don´t alter or distribute this without first seeking permission. 


